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Abstract: In this paper, we propose an account provision and management (APAM) architecture for messaging services such as web mail in an emergency such as a massive earthquake. The APAM architecture stably and continually provides people (users) who hope to confirm each other’s safety in a stricken area with message services, even if mobile phone lines and fixed lines are unavailable. This is realized by automatically establishing an emergent line such as a satellite line and stably providing the services from a server (emergent server) in the evacuation area. The emergent server provides all users with an emergent account and authenticates the account in the evacuation area so as to avoid traffic congestion in the emergent line (low-bandwidth line). If some users already have their own account, the emergent server and the server on the Internet binds the emergent account with their account for receiving message data from their relatives as usual. Moreover, even if users move to other evacuation areas to seek their relatives, this APAM architecture allows users to continually use the services by updating the binding information of the account. We deployed a prototype system and conducted experiments to evaluate the APAM architecture. The experimental results show that the APAM architecture can stably and continually provide 1,000 users (typical capacity of the area) with an emergent account and messaging services simultaneously.
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1. Introduction

When disasters such as earthquakes and tsunamis occur, many people who live in the stricken area collect and share information about the damage situation and the safety of their relatives and friends. People (users) hope to stably and continually use messaging services such as web mail and web message boards to collect and share the information in emergencies. They confirm each other’s safety by using account information such as a user name in the messaging services.

However, when a massive earthquake hit Japan on March 11th, 2011, the disaster prevented users from stably and continually collecting and sharing information. Users used devices (e.g., PCs) that had been set up in evacuation areas such as public facilities and schools. They used the messaging services via emergent lines such as satellite lines [1], [2], [3] due to disconnection of mobile phone lines and fixed lines.

The traffic for the services in emergent lines tends to cause congestion because the bandwidth of the lines is lower than that of normal lines such as fixed lines. The limitation on the number of devices restricts the number of users who can use the services simultaneously.

There is an effective solution for congestion avoidance. A service provider sets up a server (emergent server) in the evacuation area. The emergent server manages the services in the evacuation area and controls the traffic.

The architecture for the solution must distribute some features (e.g., account provision and management, web service) of a server (normal server) on the Internet to the emergent server and other normal servers. The architecture has already been studied [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. The conventional architecture achieves high availability and low downtime.

Moreover, we consider functions to resolve certain issues in emergencies. The conventional architecture causes traffic congestion according to the location of users (Issue 1). In the conventional architecture, users must move to the area where the emergent server managing their own account is set up. If not, the users must connect to an emergent server and a normal server via an emergent line for authentication and message data.

The movement of users in Issue 1 gives rise to Issue 2. Some users move from one evacuation area to another evacuation area in the wake of information (e.g., location of separated relatives and friends) obtained through message data. This means that the location of the user and the location of the emergent server managing his/her account become mismatched due to user movement.

To resolve Issue 1 and Issue 2, we consider a way in which all emergent servers manage account information for all users. However, this is infeasible due to the increased installation costs and running costs increase.

In addition to two issues, there is an issue regarding a service available area (Issue 3). The users can use the services only in the limited area where there is an administrator for a satellite device and the emergent server. The users must be able to use the services in the evacuation area where there is no administrator.

We propose an account provision and management (APAM) architecture to resolve these three issues. To solve Issue 1, the
APAM architecture provides all users with an emergent account and message data from the emergent server for stable services. The emergent server authenticates the account in the evacuation area so as to avoid traffic congestion. If users already have their own account, the emergent server and a normal server bind the emergent account with their account to receive message data from devices on the Internet as usual. To solve Issue 2, the APAM architecture updates the binding information between each account even if users move to a new emergent area. To solve Issue 3, the APAM architecture automatically detects an emergency from the status of the communication lines and starts the services.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes related work on conventional architectures. Section 3 proposes the APAM architecture to resolve the issues in emergencies. Section 4 presents an implementation summary and performance evaluation. Finally, Section 5 presents conclusions.

2. Related Work

This section describes typical conventional architecture and some issues in stably and continually providing messaging service in emergencies.

2.1 Assumed Environment

In an emergency, it is difficult for users to use messaging services via normal lines such as mobile phone lines and fixed lines. Users escape to an evacuation area. Some users move from area to area according to their purposes (e.g., searching for their relatives and friends who have become separated by the disaster).

In the evacuation area, users use messaging services with their own account information or new account information for user identification. Users collect and share information about the damage situation and the safety of their relatives through the messaging services.

Users use a device such as a PC that is set up in advance and use their devices such as smartphones. The devices are supplied with electricity from dynamos and access a router that establishes a local area network in the evacuation area and connects to the emergent line.

2.2 Conventional Architecture

Typical conventional architecture provides messaging services and manages account information such as the account name and password in the normal server [4], [5] (Fig. 1 (1)).

An administrator of a normal server registers an account name and provides the user with it, or the user registers account information with the normal server (Fig. 1 (1)-(i)). If an account name is already registered, the normal server requests the administrator and user to re-register his/her account information with another account name. After authentication of the registered account information (Fig. 1 (1)-(ii)), the user can use the messaging services (Fig. 1 (1)-(iii)).

Architecture for some services (e.g., Gmail) provides account information after authentication by calling the phone number of the user. At this time, the users must input the number notified by an automated voice.

However, conventional architecture assumes a normal situation. In an emergency, the services in the architecture are unavailable due to traffic congestion and data concentration to the servers.

Architectures for resolving these issues have already been considered [6], [7], [8], [9], [10] (Fig. 1 (2)). The architecture in Refs. [6], [7], [8], [9] distributes the functions of the normal server to other servers (emergent server and normal server) for achieving high availability and low downtime. In Ref. [10], the user can easily send hand-written messages to the normal server by scanning it into a PC in an evacuation area even if the user has poor information technology literacy.

2.3 Issues of Conventional Architecture in the Assumed Environment

We show three issues of conventional architecture in the assumed environment.

The conventional architecture causes traffic congestion according to the location of users and leads to service downtime (Issue 1). We can consider a way whereby some functions (e.g., account management) of the normal server are distributed to an emergent server reducing traffic in the emergent line. The emergent server manages the account information and the messaging services in each evacuation area. However, in many cases, the emergent server must connect to another server in another evacuation area via the emergent line for authentication and messaging services. The conventional architecture is unsure of where users are going. This causes traffic congestion in the emergent line for authentication and services.

Moreover, the movement of users encourages Issue 1 (Issue 2). Some users move to a new evacuation area in the wake of information (e.g., location of separated relatives and friends) obtained through message data. If the location of the users and the location of the emergent server managing the user account is different after the user moves, the situation is the same as Issue 1. The emergent server must authenticate his/her normal account and send/receive message data to/from another emergent server via an emergent line. The result is increased traffic congestion and leads to service downtime.

For the above reason, we could consider a method that manages the normal account of all users in each emergent server. This way is independent of the user movement. However, in reality, this is impossible in terms of installation costs and running costs.

We must also consider auto management in the evacuation area...
In an emergency situation, there is no administrator for a satellite device and the emergent server in most evacuation areas. To solve this issue, we can also consider starting and managing the emergent server from a device on the Internet by remote control. However, the administrator cannot access the emergent server because normal lines are disconnected in an emergency. Therefore, the architecture must automatically establish an emergent line and provide the account and the messaging services in an evacuation area where there is no administrator.

### 3. An Account Provision and Management (APAM) Architecture for Messaging Services in Emergencies

#### 3.1 Proposed Architecture

For stable and continual provision of messaging services in an emergency, we propose a novel architecture (APAM architecture) that resolves the issues described in Section 2. Figure 2 shows the functions of the APAM architecture. The architecture design is summarized below.

#### 3.1.1 Summary of the Architecture Design

To solve Issue 1, the APAM architecture authenticates the emergent account in an evacuation area and provides messaging services in the area. This is realized by providing all user devices (Fig. 2(c)) with an emergent account from the emergent server (Fig. 2(d)). The normal server (Fig. 2(a)) allocates an emergent account to the emergent server in advance by using the emergent account provision function (Fig. 2(1), Fig. 2(ii)). The emergent server provides the devices connecting the network (emergent network) with an emergent account in the emergency (Fig. 2(iii)).

Moreover, the APAM architecture not only has this function but also has an account management function (Fig. 2(2)) to allow users to use the normal account as usual. The mobile router (Fig. 2(b)) guides access from the user device to the emergent server (Fig. 2(iii)). The emergent server receives a normal account from the user device (Fig. 2(iv)) and binds the emergent account with the normal account by using the account management function (Fig. 2(v)). The normal server changes the source address of the message data from the normal account to the emergent account when the normal server receives message data of the normal account from user devices on the Internet. The mobile router controls the sending/receiving time of control packets and message data to maintain stable communication (Fig. 2(3)).

To solve Issue 2, when a user moves from one area to another area, the account management function updates the binding information to forward the message data (Fig. 2(vi)). If the domain of the emergent account and the normal account is different, this function requests configuration for forwarding between the normal servers managing the domain to the normal server (Fig. 2(vi)).

To solve Issue 3, the mobile router detects the emergency situation from the connection state of the normal lines. If the mobile router is continually unreachable by the normal server, it detects an emergency situation. The mobile router automatically switches the access network from the normal lines to the emergent lines and starts the emergent server and a network in an evacuation area. When mobile phone lines or fixed lines are recovered, the mobile router detects the normal situation from the connection state of the normal lines in emergencies. The mobile router automatically switches the access network from the emergent lines to the normal lines and disconnects the emergent line.

#### 3.1.2 Proposed Function

Each server in the APAM architecture has the following functions.

**Function 1: Emergent account provision function**

This allocates a list of emergent accounts from the normal server to the emergent server in advance before the emergency situation. This function also manages the status of the allocation and provides users with an emergent account and the messaging services. Section 3.2 describes this function in detail.

**Function 2: Emergent account management function**

This function binds the emergent account with the normal account to allow users who already have an account to use the normal account. This function also manages the user account to continually provide the messaging services even if the user receives the account of a different domain between emergent servers or between the emergent server and a normal server. Table 1 shows the process in each server for using the normal account as usual in an emergency situation. Section 3.3 describes this function in detail.

#### 3.2 Function 1: Emergent Account Provision Function

The normal server allocates the emergent account to each emergent server in advance and manages the status of allocation of the account (Phase 1). The emergent server provides the user device with an emergent account in an evacuation area (Phase 2) and provides users with the messaging services (Phase 3). The details of each phase are as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emergent Account</th>
<th>Normal Account</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain A</td>
<td>(a) Bind Configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement from Domain A to A</td>
<td>(c) Binding Update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement from Domain A to B</td>
<td>(d) Forward Set</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal Account</th>
<th>Normal Account</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain A</td>
<td>(a) Bind Configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement from Domain A to A</td>
<td>(c) Binding Update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement from Domain A to B</td>
<td>(d) Forward Set</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MR</th>
<th>Normal Server</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BU</td>
<td>Forward Configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Forward Configuration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal Server</th>
<th>(a) Normal Server</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(v) NA, EA</td>
<td>(c) Bind Configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vi) BU, PC</td>
<td>(e) Forward Update (Set)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vii) BU, PC</td>
<td>(f) Forward Update (Delete)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Phase 1: Allocation of the emergent account

An administrator of a normal server sets the emergent account that is allocated to each emergent server from the normal server in advance (before emergency situation). If the emergent server does not have an emergent account, it receives a list of emergent accounts from the normal server.

(1) Registration of an emergent account

An administrator of the normal server registers the account name and domain name (e.g., abc.dd.jp) into the database (DB) of the normal server. Table 2 shows an example of the DB table. The first status of each account in the table is "Ready" which means that the account can be allocated. In Table 2, the status of account name "zzz-0000 to zzz-0800" is "Ready." Attribution "Emergent server ID" and "Area" in Table 2 mean identification to identify each emergent server and the area in which the emergent server is installed, respectively.

(2) Request for allocation of an emergent account

An administrator (or a manager of an evacuation area) turns on the power of the mobile router and the emergent server. The emergent server boots the operating system and automatically sends a request message (account request message) for a list of emergent accounts to the normal server. The administrator (or a service provider) registers the address of the normal server on the emergent server in advance.

(3) Allocation of an emergent account based on the request

The normal server decides on the emergent account for allocation based on the account request message and replies to the emergent server with the list (Fig. 3 (iv)). After that, the normal server changes the attribution "Status" in the DB from "Ready" to "Allocated." The emergent server registers the emergent account with the DB and shuts down until an emergency situation arises.

Phase 2: Provision of an emergent account

The mobile router guides the web access of the user device to the emergent server, and the emergent server provides the user device with an emergent account.

(1) Request for an emergent account

A user uses the user device connecting the emergent network in the evacuation area and sends a request message of a web page using the user device (Fig. 4 (i)). The mobile router forwards the request message to the emergent server (Fig. 4 (ii)).

(2) Provision of an emergent account based on the request

The emergent server replies with the web page that includes a link for the account creation page (Fig. 4 (iii)). When a user first selects the link on a web page, the user device sends a request message to the emergent server for the creation of a new account (Fig. 4 (iv)). When the emergent server receives the request message, it searches a new account name that can be allocated and replies with the account and the password (Fig. 4 (v)).

Phase 3: Provision of a messaging service

In an emergency situation, the emergent server provides users who have an emergent account with messaging services after the authentication in an evacuation area.

A user receives a web page for login to the services and enters the emergent account name and password. After authentication, the user device receives the web page for the messaging services. The user can send/receive the message data from the web page. The emergent server does not send the message data between users in the same evacuation area to the normal server. If the user uses the e-mail service as a messaging service, the authentication message of the emergent account and the receiving message are guided to the emergent server by the mobile router. The emergent server sends/receives the message data to/from the user device as well as web mail.

3.3 Function 2: Emergent Account Management Function

This binds the emergent account with the normal account and configures the forwarding table in the emergent server and the normal server so that the normal account is available in an emergency. The details are shown in Section 3.3(a).

When a user moves from an evacuation area to another area where the domain between each server is the same, this function updates the binding information. The route of the message data sent to the previous emergent server is changed to the new emergent server after the user moves. The details are shown in Section 3.3(b).

If the domain between each server is different, the normal server sets or updates the forwarding table for forwarding the message data. The details are shown in Section 3.3(c).
The user device (e.g., User Device 1) with the emergent account sends the message data to the normal server (e.g., user1@abc.ddd.jp) based on binding information (Fig. 6 (iii)). The normal server authenticates the user (the emergent account) and sends the message data to the emergent server (Fig. 6 (iv)). After binding, the user can receive message data using the normal account (Fig. 6 (v)). If the destination address is the normal account (e.g., user2@abc.ddd.jp), the normal server sends the message data to the normal account (e.g., user2@abc.ddd.jp) based on binding information (Fig. 6 (vi)). When the emergent server discovers the normal account, the emergent server replies to the user device with the message data for the emergent account and the normal account (Fig. 6 (vii)).

(2) Sequence sending message data

After binding, the user can send message data using the normal account from the evacuation area to the normal server (Fig. 6 (b)). The user device sends the message data to the normal server (e.g., user1@abc.ddd.jp) and sends the message data to the other account (e.g., user2@abc.ddd.jp) on the Internet (e.g., User Device 2) (Fig. 6 (viii)). The emergent server sends the message data via the mobile router. The emergent server changes the source address from the emergent account name to the normal account name (e.g., user1@abc.ddd.jp) based on binding information (Fig. 6 (ix)). The emergent server sends it to the destination address via the normal server (Fig. 6 (x)). At this time, the mobile router decides the timing at which to send the message data to the normal server according to the state of the emergent server.

If the destination address is an emergent account (Fig. 6 (iv)), the destination server does not need to be changed to another address (Fig. 6 (v)). The user requests the emergent server to send the new message data from the user device (e.g., User Device 1) using the normal account (Fig. 6 (vi)). When the emergent server discovers the normal account, the emergent server sends the message data to the other account (e.g., user2@abc.ddd.jp) based on binding information (Fig. 6 (vii)). After binding, the user can send message data using the normal account from the evacuation area to the normal server (Fig. 6 (b)).
information (binding update) (Table 1 (c)) when users move from one area to another area. In the area after the user moves, there is an emergent server managing an account of the same domain as the emergent server before the user moves.

(1) Detecting the necessity for binding update

We show the case that a user who has an emergent account (e.g., xxx-0000@abc.ddd.jp) moves to another evacuation area. After the user moves, the user sends the emergent account and password to the new emergent server. The emergent server detects the necessity for binding update and sends the new account and password to the user device.

(2) Updating the binding information

The emergent server detects the domain name (e.g., abc.ddd.jp). If the domain is the same as the domain managing the new emergent server, the emergent server sends the old account (e.g., xxx-0000@abc.ddd.jp) and new emergent account (e.g., yyy-0300@abc.ddd.jp) to the normal server. The normal server searches the binding information and updates the emergent account from the old account to the new account.

The normal server sends a request message to the previous emergent server for update of the binding information. When the emergent server receives the request message, the emergent server releases the account information allocated to the user and removes old message data.

(c) Setting and updating the forwarding table

If the domain between the emergent servers or between the emergent server and the normal server is different according to user movement, each server sets or updates the forwarding table (Table 1 (d)–(f), Fig. 7 and Fig. 8).

Case 1 (Table 1 (d)): Forward Set

This is a case where User 1 with a normal account of Domain A moves from one area (ES001 of Domain A) to another area (ES002 of Domain B).

In this case, ES002 provides User 1 with an emergent account of Domain B and receives the normal account of Domain A and the previous emergent account of Domain A (Fig. 8 (a)). ES002 detects the different domain between the emergent servers and requests NS002 of Domain B to forward the message data for User 1 by sending the normal account and the emergent account of User 1 (Fig. 8 (b)). The request message includes flags indicating the old emergent account and new emergent account. NS002 identifies the old emergent account from the flag and requests NS001 of Domain A to forward the message data of User 1 (Fig. 8 (c)). After that, NS001 sets a route to NS002 for the forwarding table and requests ES001 to release the account information of User 1 (Fig. 8 (d)).

Case 2 (Table 1 (e)): Forward Updating (Setting)

This is the case where User 2 with a normal account of Domain B moves from one area (ES001) to another area (ES003 of Domain A).

In this case, ES003 provides User 2 with an emergent account of Domain A and receives the normal account of Domain B and the previous emergent account of Domain A from User 2 (Fig. 8 (e)). ES003 requests NS001 to update the forwarding table for User 2 by sending the normal account and the emergent account of User 2 (Fig. 8 (f)). NS001 updates the forwarding table from ES001 to ES003 and requests ES001 to release the account information of User 2 (Fig. 8 (g)).

Case 3 (Table 1 (f)): Forward Updating (Deleting)

This is the case where User 2 moves from one area (ES001) to another area (ES002).

In this case, ES002 provides User 2 with an emergent account of Domain B. ES002 receives the normal account of Domain B and the previous emergent account of Domain A from User 2 (Fig. 8 (h)). ES002 detects the same domain between the emergent account provided and the normal account. ES002 requests NS002 to delete a route for forwarding the message data to NS001 by sending the normal account and the emergent account of User 2 (Fig. 8 (i)). NS002 deletes the route for forwarding to NS001 and sets to forward to ES002. NS001 notifies NS001 of the normal account and the emergent account (Fig. 8 (j)). NS001 requests ES001 to release the account information of User 2 (Fig. 8 (k)).

4. Implementation Summary and Performance Evaluation of the Proposed Architecture

4.1 Implementation

We implemented a prototype system based on the proposed architecture (APAM architecture). Figure 9 shows the module composition for the prototype system and Table 3 shows software for each module.

(a) State Monitoring Module

The mobile router runs this module (Fig. 9 (a)), which monitors
the emergency situation based on connectivity of normal lines. This module detects the emergency situation and notifies the line switching module (Fig. 9(b)) and the messaging service-starting module (Fig. 9(d)) of it. If a service provider uses the APAM architecture for an earthquake, this module can corroborate with values of sensors such as seismic intensity meters. In this case, this module can detect an emergency situation from the status of normal lines and the values of each sensor.

(b) Line Switching Module

The mobile router runs this module (Fig. 9(b)), which switches the communication line from normal lines to emergent lines in an emergency situation. On the other hand, this module switches the communication line from emergent lines to normal lines in a normal situation. This module uses iptables [11] to change the network route according to the change of the communication lines.

(c) Packet Control Module

The mobile router runs this module (Fig. 9(c)), which runs or stops conventional functions such as traffic monitoring, bandwidth control, and priority control of the packet between the emergent server and the normal server. This module sends/receives message data according to the state (throughput) of the emergent lines. Moreover, this module uses squid [12] for proxy of messaging services based on the Web.

(d) Messaging Service-Starting Module

The mobile router runs this module (Fig. 9(d)) which starts the service management module (Fig. 9(e)) when this module receives a request message from the state monitoring module.

(e) Service management module

The emergent server runs this module, which starts messaging services by receiving the character indicating “Start” from the messaging service-starting module. This module runs a DNS (domain name system) [13], [14] for messaging services.

(f) Account provision management module

The emergent server and the normal server run this module (Fig. 9(f)), which runs the emergency provision function and the emergent management function. This module starts the process for account provision and management by receiving a character indicating “Start” from the service management module. This module binds the emergent account with the normal account and updates the binding information.

4.2 Experimental Environment

Two normal servers (NS001 and NS002) have different domains connected to the fixed line (1GBase-TX). Three mobile routers have two interfaces: the fixed line (100Base-TX) for the normal line and the satellite line (Inmarsat BGAN, max throughput 492 kbps) for the emergent line respectively. Three emergent servers (ES001, ES002 and ES003) connect the fixed line (100Base-TX) with each mobile router. Two user devices (Android smartphone) of two users can set a normal account of different domains to connect the wireless line (IEEE 802.11b) with the mobile router.

4.3 Experimental Items

We conducted experiments on three experimental items and evaluated the proposed architecture (APAM architecture) in an experimental environment. The experimental results show that APAM architecture can stably and continually provide account and messaging services compared with the conventional architecture that provides services from a normal server.

Item1: Number of users who can simultaneously obtain an account

This experimental item is the number of users who can simultaneously obtain an account in the APAM architecture and the conventional architecture. In this experiment, we increase the number of accounts (messages) that the emergent server or the normal server provides simultaneously from 10 to 1,000 (typical capacity of facilities in an evacuation area in Japan). From this result, we show that the emergent account provision function (described in Section 3.2) can solve Issue 1 and stably provide all users with an account.

Item2: Number of users who can simultaneously obtain message data

This experimental item is the number of users who can simultaneously obtain message data in the APAM architecture and the conventional architecture. In this experiment, we increase the number of users as well as Item 1. The data size is 500 KBytes (max. data size per file in a smartphone (IS03: one type of smartphone)). From this result, we show that the emergent account provision function can solve Issue 1 and stably provide all users with the message data.

Item3: Time needed for starting the services with a normal account

This experimental item is the time from starting switching of an emergent line to binding between the emergent account and the normal account. From this result, we show that the emergent
management function (described in Section 3.3) can solve Issue 2 and Issue 3 and continually provide all users with the messaging service in an evacuation area. In this experiment, we show that the time is within 180 s. This is the target time for the start of collecting and sharing information after the users have ensured their own safety. Some users can start the messaging services even if the users are in an evacuation area (e.g., school, public facility) from immediately after the disaster.

Item4: Number of sessions that can simultaneously handle setting or updating user’s account binding

This experimental item is the number of sessions that can simultaneously handle setting or updating of user’s account binding (Table 1 (c)–(f)) in the APAM architecture. In this experiment, we increase the number of user’s account binding from 10 to 1,000 in each emergent server and each normal server. From this result, we show performance of the emergent management function (described in Section 3.3).

4.4 Performance Evaluation

(a) Performance evaluation regarding the number of users who can simultaneously obtain an account

Figure 10 indicates the experimental results regarding the number of users who simultaneously obtained an account by the APAM architecture and the conventional architecture.

The APAM architecture was able to provide all users with an account, even if the number of users increased from 10 to 1,000. In the conventional architecture, when the number of users was over 100, packet loss arose and not all users could be provided with an account. When the number of users was 100, 90% of users could be provided with an account at the same time. When the number of users was 1,000, the completion rate decreased from 90% to 81% and the conventional architecture was unable to provide 19% (180) of users with an account.

(b) Performance evaluation regarding the number of users who can simultaneously obtain message data

Figure 11 indicates the experimental results regarding the number of users provided with message data by the APAM architecture and by the conventional architecture.

The APAM architecture could provide all users with message data from emergent server. On the other hand, in the conventional architecture, when the number of users was over 20, packet loss arose and not all users could be provided with an account. When the number of users reached 130, the users could not be provided with message data due to congestion on the emergent link and time-out of the request message.

4.5 Performance Evaluation of the Time Needed for Starting the Services with a Normal Account

The experimental result was about 9.8 s. The switching time to the emergent line was about 120 s. The binding time between two accounts was about 3.8 s. The time from sending the emergent account to receiving the normal account in the emergent server was about 1.3 s. The time from receiving the normal account...
information to receiving an ACK from the normal server was about 2.5 s. The processing time in each server was about from 0.3 s to 0.5 s. Even if the domain between each account is different, the additional delay was about 1 s between normal servers. As the result, the total binding time is still about 10.8 s.

From these results, the time needed for starting the services with a normal account is within 180 s. Therefore, the APAM architecture can continually provide messaging services in emergencies. The proposed architecture needs additional processing such as doing search operation, the binding process of the account and changing the source/destination address in NS and ES compared with conventional architecture. However, the proposed architecture can run these additional processing on the millisecond time scale and can provide approximately the same efficiency as the conventional architecture. If this time increases due to a lack of memory size on each server, we should scale up servers and distribute the load on each server.

(d) Performance evaluation regarding the number of sessions that can simultaneously handle setting or updating of user’s account binding

As the experimental results, the completion rate of binding was 100% in each case (Table 1 (c)–(f)). Even if the number of the user’s account binding increased over 1,000 users according to user’s movements, the APAM architecture could stably complete it because the APAM architecture can handle the timing to send/receive the control packet for binding in each emergent line.

Moreover, by using the communication NS and ES in the APAM architecture, the users can skip the direct authentication process in the emergent line (including the binding of account between NS and ES). This leads to decreased authentication packets (efficiency in emergencies). The proposed architecture has advantages in terms of stability and scalability.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an account provision and management architecture for messaging services in emergencies. The proposed architecture can be used as a general solution for non-real-time web services such as messaging services and web message boards in emergencies. We also show a performance evaluation using a prototype system, which is implemented based on the proposed architecture. The results show that the proposed architecture provides all users with an account and service even if the number of users and the movement increase (from 10 to 1,000) and starts provision of message data within the target time (180 s). The results indicate that this architecture is suitable for messaging services to collect and share emergency information from immediately after a disaster in an evacuation area. As a future direction, we will consider countermeasures to help prevent security threats such as hijacking of an emergent account and/or normal account and spoofing in emergencies. As one countermeasure, there is a method for authenticating a user prior to providing access to the user’s account, the user’s account being accessible via a sign-in page upon verifying the user’s credentials [19]. As another way, there is a contingency trust inference model that allows the information owner to infer the trustworthiness of requesters (users) [20]. Moreover, we will consider a method to easily manage the proposed modules for service providers because each service provider must manage not only the normal account but also the emergent account and distributed data. In addition to the above items, we will consider a method (e.g., delay-tolerant network etc.) to also provide users who are out of the evacuation area with an emergent account and messaging services. For this purpose, we can use the ad-hoc network [21] and delay-tolerant network (DTN) [22] and can expand the service available area in emergencies.
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